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ECOLOGICAL/CLIMATE CRISIS

We face multiple existential threats: a climate crisis with the unprecedented levels of
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, an environmental pollution crisis caused by our
extraction and consumption practices, and the limits to growth on a finite planet. There are
so many crises in the world, but the threats to the environment and our climate are the
most grave. So we begin here.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Y-ljwe58c7-eqQsoaYrnpPsrCSy9U4j14u8yB2RFz8Y/edit#response=ACYDBNiCdx6dA8RyAeBQ28b…
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Our Revolution has endorsed the framework of the Green New Deal, with the twin goals of a
transformation to renewable energy and promoting environmental justice and economic
equity. Will you support the Green New Deal and any implementing legislation in the upcoming
Congress? Describe your vision for moving to renewable energy and transitioning away from
fossil fuels. What commitments can you make now to voters, to demand action in Congress
where we have seen none for decades? *
We endanger the lives and safetly of the entire world when we use environmentally unfriendly "renewable"
energy. We need to be leaders in all avenues of energy, and to abandon the oldest in a time where are
greatest enemies will profit the most and endanger then enire world with their massive profits is not only
insaine but irresponsible. Wind and solar also pump money into the coffers of China and most likely ensure
that any cheap prices the world sees in buying their turbines and panels comes at the cost of human slavery
and genocide. Nuclear power when done correctly, and when properly innovated is the best, most
environmentally friendly way of generateing all the energy we need without profiting the enemies of
freedom, without profiting the violators of human and animal rights, and it is the only way to generate all the
energy we need without destroying the evironment. Nuclear meltdowns are practically impossile with the
easily put in places advances that were available even back in 1984, and today even in war the real nuclear
threat would be a nuclear bomb not the bombing of a nuclear power plant since such possiblility have been
thought of and planned for long ago.

In the face of a lack of Congressional action, and the Supreme Court now revisiting EPA
authority, will you join Our Revolution in calling on President Biden to declare a climate
emergency to take actions at the executive level? *
The true science says there is no climate crisis. The Crisis is a manufactured political farce that the far Left
created by destroying the foundations and fabrics of society through following false science, ignorning real
science(forest management/environmental conservation 101...look to Califorinia) unconstitutional
[mandates, laws, bills, etc.] and then covering up the necessary criminal activities that have allowed their
political party/religion to fly under the radar while evangelizing the entire world with their
state/nature/worship docrtrine that is designed to turn the US's democratic free republic into a Soviet
Welfare-for all-property-n-rights-for-none State. Congress should ban the EPA from being allowed to put this
nation into such a state of weakness while proping up our greatest enemies with bad fake science based
policies that only keep bad businesses, bad policies, bad over reaching governments in place so that they
can continue to profit off of propaganda such as "climate change crisis" and inflate the dollar till either they
have removed ost of their trillion dollar debt and/or created such hyperinfate all that is left public wealth,
destroying the dollar, incentivising their economic and monetary policy agenda of 100% trackable currency
and electric cars that can only take someone so far before they need to recharge. The environment is the
exucse needed by polticicans the destroy the residual safetynets society has to not be a slave state (soviet
welfare state) endangers the lives of the whole world.
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Are there policies you would favor to move to more sustainable levels of consumption and less
environmentally devastating practices and products? *
Buy American manufactured goods made and produced and distributed via the most advances best
practices know that won't genrate undue cost burdens to the consumer, the distributer, or the manufacturer.

Besides anthropogenic global warming, what other environmental crises are we facing and
how do you propose addressing them? *
California can't manage it's forests. Maryland has the second largest estuary in the world, but can't fugure of
how to properly aquaculture water-cleansing oysters because they keep letting the big-farms like Perdue to
destroy the environment with the factory farming/sub contracting practices that permit ever increasing
volumes of chicken wasteflow into the Chesapeake Bay. Higher living standards for chickens, and proper
collection and refiniging of their fertilizer filled feces would allow for us to stop relying other nations for our
fertilizer products and allow us to turn instead to our very own eastern shore.

ECONOMIC JUSTICE
Will you commit to voting for passage of an increase in the federal minimum wage to at least
$15/hour now (indexed to inflation)? *
Artifical wages are not the solution when governemtn increasingly has devalued the dollar before every
major election. Bited has cut the value of the dollar in half. What we need to do is end The Federal Reserve
today, stop using Fiat Currency and turn to Commodety currency whose prices is not mauable or artifically
set by people in power who have no real interest in ending poverty, because it wants to take away peoples
purchasing power and with that their property and with that their rights. Subsidies and government
programs that would be better created int he private sector for a 10th of the wasted funds would not only
create real cometative wages that would build the middle class and keep only the most incapable
unemployeed and homeless. Atifical wages is a soviet style economy go to. WHen socialism is removed
from capitalism, when artifical prices go away, and the federal reserve is no longer able to bail out every
failing business by stealing the money of the thrifty, hard working citizen, we get a society of poeple who
work, save, spend, earn, buy, and own whatever they want without government "assistance" comeing and
hiking up the prices with their fake money handouts, bail outs, subsidies, assistance programs. These
government "aids" only destroy the value of the dollar and perpetuate the problems they claim to fix by
continuously stealing the money via the hidden tax of inflation from every citizen till no one has savings,
property, or rights.
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What is your plan for addressing the homelessness crisis? What are your ideas for addressing
the crisis in the cost of housing which has many Americans paying more than half their income
for housing? *
Close the southern boarder, stick to Made in America or their allies, any anyone who is found smuggling
drugs in, no matter what the prosecutors or judges think is better, no matter the financial/political ties goes
to jail for a LONG LONG LONG time, with people they will not become prison buddies with. The volume of
drugs found will be equivalent to their sentence. People are dying, and I don't care if you are 18 or 81 if you
are found smuggling drugs, unless you are an unsuspecting mule or a traffic victim who has been coerced
into harms way, you will not see the light of day for a long time. Drug dealers are some of the worst people
on the planet as far as I know. THey breed death, and make money off of the destruction of human and
animal life. Those who have profited will return all the money earned and then some.
When it comes to houseing the homeless they need to stay sober, and unless they can pass drug test and
keep a job they shouldn't be allowed to stay in any houseing. All homeless will work, and get counceling, and
live/work in a sober living community for the length of 5 years or more. It takes an addict one year to really
get sobriety under their belt then they have to deal with integrating into soceity that is filled with triggers
and temptations. After five years in sober living they should have rewired their brains to no longer need the
drug, to make new friends, to take care of their health, to hold a job, to care for others, and to eventually be
independent enough to not need help staying on track even when bad things happen, triggers are
experienced, and temptations are presented.
My plan to fix houseing is to stop The Fed from printing more money, to stop the govenrment from
subsidizing everything because together they create artificial booms and really bad busts through fake
economic growth and inflation. Artifically pricing thigns through subsidies only increases the cost possible
to be charged. We need to live within our means and we need to lower regulations and taxes so money
flows away from the government welfare state and stays in the pockets of those people that would then
need a government handout once the government caused the economy to go bust again with it's hyper
inflationary partnership with the Fed who give the government all the funds it needs and demands the
citizen to pay for. Houseing is artificially high because of government assistance. If the government
stopped "helping people" afford houseing everyone could afford housing.
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Do you agree that wealth and income inequality are among the most significant problems we
face? If so, why do you believe this is happening, and what specific steps would you take to
redress this? Would you support changes in tax laws or rate changes? What other policy
changes would you advocate for? Please be specific as possible here. *
No. Wealth is not possible when the government inflates the savings of all people away. There is no point in
income equality when The federal reserve prints money at a whim. While the federal reserve exists our
nation's economy will continue to go bust and businesses and governemnt institutuions that should no
longer exst will endlessly be resurrected by endless bailouts paid for by the law abiding resonsible citizens
who didn't mismanage their wealth, but are still too ignorant to demand congress to shut the federal reserve
down; a thing that could be demanded today and happen tonight! Congress can remove the The Federal
Reserve overnight and almost nothing would change except the government couldn't overspend,a nd it
would no longer be able to pay people to stay home. The economy would rocket ship and everyone would
see their pockets lined with money of real worth, and their hard work vlaued for what it was turely worth not
by some artifical pricing system that demanded that every soul make the same amount no matter how hard
they work or what their job entailed.

What new or repealed laws or regulations would you impose or reinstate on the investment
and commercial banking sectors? *
I would first demand that the constitutional ban of fiat currency be no longer violated. The constitution
demands the gold standard be upheld. To get the federal reserve to exist the government put a ban on
perosnal gold and siezed it from it's citizens and now less that a hundred years later we are on the very of
economic collapse since no civilization that uses fiat currency has EVER lasted. We need to return to
commodety only currency so that we no longer allow the governemnt to endlessly spend on endless wars
rather than turning to diplomacy. The existence of the federal reserve is unconsitutional and our nation due
to the build back better biden plan sees why our founding fathers banned fiat currency. It is too easy to
make enless gobs of money when no one but the working class is expected to pay for it. Inflation is the way
govenrment controls it's citizens and the US is not a free nation will get off fiat currency and back on
commodety (gold or whatever commodety standard) currency

What steps would you take to protect workers who are trying to organize a union? Do you
support the Pro Act? Does it go far enough in your view? If not, what else must we do? *
I would guarentee workers the right to join a union, garentee them the legal parameters agreed to by the
union laws established, and garentee them the protection of their union when employeers and markets
become volitile.
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Would you support or oppose the Congressional Progressive Caucus' plan to create fairer
trade deals? (Read more here: https://progressives.house.gov/_cache/files/d/0/d06e29b1-a19e48e5-8eba-7ca61b0bba94/D363B2756F3792BAEEC7A33B795604EA.cpc-fair-tradeagenda.pdf) *
Support

HEALTHCARE/RETIREMENT
What steps do you support to strengthen Social Security and Medicare? *
Increase the interest rate so that money going into SS gains value. With inflation being so high every dollar
that is put in is halved rather than doubled. I would end the Federal Reserve ending the use of fiat currency,
and instead turn to commodity currency which would only increase in value as time went on and the
economy grew. The best way to guarantee retirees income and healthcare is to stop inflation and incentives
savings through increasing the interest rate so that money put in is never money lost but only money
doubled.

Will you join in support of Rep. Jayapal’s petition effort to end the Trump/Biden program
allowing Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services to move Medicare enrollees to for-profit
Direct Contracting Entities? *
The government needs to stay out of the free market. Healthcare should be privatized and for profit. No
more government programs that promise free this and that while destroying the value of the dollar to keep
the illusion going. Government subsidies increase the price on everything and then print more money to tax
us double to pay for it. NO more government intervention. We the People do not need a babysitter or a
helicopter parent monitoring everything and making our lunch and taking us to the doctor. We can provide
all we need for ourselves. They need only keep or boarders safe, our nation safe, and deal with the bad
people who try to rob and harm us. That is their job, the rest are ours.
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Do you support single-payer healthcare - Medicare For All? Please explain your answer. *
No more government programs that are paid for by the citizen through inflation. It is a waste of money to
pay bureaucrats to do what the citizen can do for themselves when government gets their suffocating knee
off the necks of the US economy. "I can't breathe" applies to government subsidies that waste money, take
taxes, and increase inflation. There is no accountability for those who make budgets. Our government
thinks spending money is it is right when it is only right to defend the rights and property and security of our
nation and its citizens, the rest is up to the individual citizens to finagle out in the true free market that is
only regulated to prevent government overreach, monopolies, and cronies socialized capitalism from
destroy the free world. Health care is affordable as soon as artificial limits on the number of doctors
available ceases, when government stops subsidizing costs which only causes the cost of them and
everything else subsidized to increase with lightning speed. When the artificial pricing bubble of
government spending is popped everything gets cheaper, is over the best quality for every dime spent, and
is everywhere since there is no artificial quota cut off for how many doctors are made each year.

LEGAL REFORM
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Do you support legalizing marijuana? Why or why not? *
NO. I believe the legalization of weed will lead this nation to it’s rapid and progressive demise based upon
the gateway this drug’s negligently legitimized application as a valid form of stress reduction prevents
people from facing, dealing with, and growing from their problems. We learn the most from our failures not
our successes. Trial and error when properly harnessed is the foundation of human evolution, progression,
and success. Weed prevents people from dealing with, learning from, and rapidly adapting to the endless
barrage of stress that all humans are required to learn from to positively cope/deal with over the course
their lifetimes. This dumbing down of the brain, this false sense of security that weed produces, this pain
reducing memory erasing drug will thus leave society more vulnerable to abusive elites who enjoy
enrichening themselves at complete cost to the working (enslaved) man who is too lazy and too tired, too
hungry and too stupid to not reelect the same politicians, too forgetful to recognize the patterns of inflation
that come before each election cycle, too financially strapped to go down to Washington and lobby their
legislature to stop unconstitutional laws from legalizing heinous activities that if allowed to pass will lead to
further untethering of society from its foundational grounding, and lead it further and further into a lawless,
death culture where vice and sin are seen as virtue and morality and ethics go against their demented
perspective of freedoms. When we dumb down and slow down the reactions of society to serious threats,
through chemical dependency, and legalize what was, prior to the dependency, seen as unconscionable, the
puppet masters of society effectively disable We the People from maintaining the parameters of the culture
of life needed to sustain the foundations of society, foundations which are necessary to procreate and
gestate and educate human life. The legalization of this drug that allows “weeds” to grow flourish in the
society and individual mind, robbing it of vital nutritional thoughts, and vital nutritional memories; weeds
that suck the potential and productivity, the wisdom and the willpower out of the whole of the participating
populations that make up society. It’s legalization leaves the whole of humanity less capable and less
willing to protect and defend their global community, their nation, their society, their local community, their
family and friends, and most of all it leaves them most incapable of defending and protecting themselves
from those who have intentionally targeted them and their peoples’ for mass destruction.
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The United States has 5% of the world's population, but 25% of those incarcerated worldwide.
Roughly 90% of those in prison have taken plea deals, and even those who get new evidence
later are unable to get hearings or convictions overturned. Private prisons further incentivize
arrests and incarceration. What steps do you support to reform our Criminal Justice system police, prosecutors, courts, jails and prisons *
The police need to do their job unfettered. Prosecutors need to prosecute all crime, courts need to sentence
people to the required number of years, and jail and prisons need to not be universities where prisoners
learn to be better criminals. Lawyers incentivize their clients to plea deals even when they claim to be
innocent. Stop incentivizing plea deals for people, and there will be a 90% reduction in prisons till after trials
are complete. It they did not do it, go to trial, do not take a plea despite the threats of time to be served if
found guilty.
When in prison people should not be living like they are at college. They are to work and gain job training,
training which they will pay for when they get out while on probation. Those that will not be released will
work as well, but socialization fun-time only grows the criminal community. Limited opportunities to
become a harder criminals should be paramount. Once inside each individual is to stay to themselves, and
follow a routine designed to keep them busy with work, physical recreation, nutrition, therapy, hobby, and
study. Socialization is given in monitored groups, and people "graduate" to less and less regulated
socialization, though not less monitored, as they accomplish less negative behavior development. All are to
be drug-tested weekly via hair sample. All are to be treated with dignity, and all are to be treated as medical
patients, victims, as well as victimizers.

Our Revolution Maryland has advocated for justice for the human rights attorney Steven
Donziger, who is being persecuted by oil and gas 'Goliath' Chevron through the federal court
system. See this link for a discussion of the timeline of events in his case:
https://www.freedonziger.org/timeline-of-the-case. What steps will you take to rebalance the
scales of justice so that 'Davids' like Steven Donziger can bring suit against mega-corporations
to seek redress for victims of corporate misconduct, without risking their own freedom? With
respect to Donziger, in particular, do you support Congressional hearings and/or Justice
Department investigation into possible corruption of process in the Southern District of New
York? *
I support congressional hearings and DOJ investigations into all cases of possible corporate corruption that
violate the rights of people, their property, and the communal environment that we depend on for our
livelihoods.
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The federal judiciary is largely composed of pro-corporate/anti-consumer and labor judges
appointed by Presidents from both parties. We see this in recent bankruptcy decisions
allowing profitable corporations to claw back pension funds from employees and retirees.
There are also high-profile abuses of bankruptcy protections, such at the 'Texas Two-Step' to
shield assets of billionaire owners and and Fortune 500 companies from deserving plaintiffs
and claimants. What reforms and court oversight would you support to prevent predatory
corporations from abusing judicial process to evade responsibility for egregious conduct
injuring thousands and even millions of Americans? *
I go back to the too-big-to-fail policies of government bailing out businesses and banks that need to go
under so that properly managed necessarily innovative new anti-monopoly corporations and businesses can
prosper and grow without the diseased rot of mismanagement and corruption polluting the corporate
culture pool.
When it comes to bankruptcy protections all reforms should aim at preventing bankruptcy by making sure
that each business is solid in its profits, and they are not to consider itself profitable till it can cover all
promised costs with liquid currency or a system that is not based on stocks or low interest bonds. If the
business guaranteed pensions that money is exist to remain untouchable to all, but those who it was
deemed to go to via pension payouts, at all times. The government likes to erode the value of the dollar, and
each time they do this they incentive illegal activity to prop up businesses that are already under water. At
the end of the day if the Fortune 500 company signed a contract to cover pensions those pensions need to
be guaranteed and paid out by investors, and every manager's paycheck. People who are seen to
intentionally mismanage a company, tank it for bail out money, give themselves a severance packages for a
job badly done, and then leave the employees to sink or swim should be seen as career criminals, their
entire asset portfolio and all those tied to them in the corruption scheme need to be brought to justice and
their embezzled racketeered fraud funds seized and put into the pension system to remedy the situation.
The company is not to continue under poor management, but pensions should be preserved for withdrawal
when appropriate. Till retirement hits one's pension will be invested into safe interest building bonds, or the
like, which are protected against inflation. (Which is possible only if the government too is prevented from
printing money it does not have. )

IMMIGRATION
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If you support a pathway to citizenship for the 11 million undocumented immigrants in our
country today, please set forth your vision briefly. What other reforms to our immigration
system would you advocate going forward? *
Shut down the boarder. Illegal immigrants who are not 100% refugees need to go home, and the residents of
all the American nations need to work towards removing the communist agenda that retards the progress of
all American nations by its dystopian generating belief systems of control and dominance. The sooner
socialism, communism, and the drug cartels are delt with the sooner we all can have the American dream
anywhere anytime, however, till then illegal activities are not to be rewarded, and the victims of parents who
committed these crimes will be children who grow up in the US and do not have the right to be here. As a
US citizen my first concern is for the protection and integrity of my nation and its government institutions.
To bend the rules here and there is how this nation has gotten this point of economic collapse and
hyperinflation. This nation needs to act and think smart. It needs to protect its boarders from looters, drug
dealers, welfare-queens, and people who do not follow the laws. Refugees always have a home here, but
people who just want more money do not. If they want to become US citizens they need to come in the old
fashion way, a way that exists to protect this nation from various dangers that come with letting in people
from different cultures that are not free, that come from people that speak different languages, have
different values, and may in the end only want to change this nation for the worse. It is better to be safe
than sorry, and with immigration we must always be safe, or we will be sorry. Those who have been here for
a very long time, and are not citizens, can join the army like so many other immigrants, and become legal US
citizens after serving the required amount of time to do so. (If they are vetted to not be national security
risks.)

FOREIGN POLICY
The United States spends more on its military than the next 10 countries combined. That
enormous expenditure incentivizes conflict over diplomacy and lobbying by our militaryindustrial complex to maintain the status quo. In Congress, would you work to reduce our
annual military spending? *
Congress needs to up military spending and stop all funding on programs that incentivize people to marry
the government and to expect a paycheck from the government. The federal government has the sole job of
protecting this nation not paying peoples bills. The military is vital to our nations national security. We
spend the most because we keep paying for everyone else’s security issues. If we stop spending money on
other people's endless wars, stop helping international criminals get rich we would be able to further
escalate war in the world through military upgrades and manufacturing products at home that would keep
our military secrets safe and keep us the most advanced nation on earth. To suggest that we should cut our
military budget is to be blind to the fact that WWIII is at our doorstep, and no one is safe.

ELECTION & PARTY REFORM
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Do you support public financing for every election? Why or why not? *
No. The government can and will rig every election by taking taxpayer funds and allocating them to where
they want them to go despite their claims that they will match doner choice. Nothing the government says
can be taken as fact or at face value. Covid-19 deaths as of yesterday we shown to have been altered by a
"bad algorithm". The bottom line is they will intentionally employ a "bad algorithm" to magically make
whoever is the best puppet the next president, congress person, etc. The government by doing this is
violating the law by tampering with elections. It incentivizes corruption and makes another excuse to
allocate take dollars away from the protection of the people and put it towards the controlling of the people.

Do you support or oppose ending the revolving door for elected officials and staffers
becoming lobbyists? What will you do about the influence of fossil fuel executives and other
industry front-groups on policy-making and elections? *
Yes. I will do nothing against fossil fuel executives, but on the whole of society the Anti-Corruption and
Public Integrity Act is a good start to closing loopholes that have allowed corruption to go unchecked.

SOCIAL JUSTICE
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Two decades into the 21st Century, intolerance and discrimination are still plaguing us, and
now, incredibly to many of us, activists on the right are trying to purge our schools of any
books or curriculum which would involve an honest accounting of our troubled history of
social, racial and ethnic strife, prejudice and even exploitation and genocide. Can we address
disparate treatment and intolerance without openly confronting our troubled history and
persistent injustices? Looking at the 2021 election in Virginia, it seems that GOP's main
electoral talking point this year will continue to be a refusal to even discuss racial inequities, as
well as creating new forms of oppression of women and LGBTQ people. As a society and as
progressives, how should we formulate a response to these political talking points, and going
forward to ensure we can equip each generation to discuss difference and discrimination? *
We were doing fine in giving people equal rights then people wanted equity. Nothing is equal and to give
everyone the same everything is insane. Men cannot be women and no matter it is only violating women’s
rights be allowing mend to pretend to be women so they can take over via the transgender avenue. Women
have had a long history of being stepped on and the transgender movement has do so without blinking. To
allow males to pretend to be women is to violate the rights of over half the world’s population who are
legitimately women who by nature bear children, and it is an excellent example of men suppressing
women’s rights by pretending that they are only to entitle to themselves what they have no right to claim as
their own. The woke culture demands the cultural indoctrination of every person on earth or risk being
canceled and your life ruined. It is a and insane religion guising as a political movement fighting for equal
rights while violating the legitimate rights of those who oppose their insanity and sin. It evangelizes and
demands conversion or be canceled from society. It is The Socialist Inquisition 2022. No one should be
required to believe anything or follow any social agenda they do not want to, especially when that goes
against their religious/spiritual faith, which violates the rights of others. No government that calls itself free
and a defender of human rights would demand it either. Under the guise of fighting social inequality, they
breed social inequity. White people are deemed racially inferior "racists" while racist black/colored people
who have been caught literally praying to God to help them hate their white oppressors are seen as victims
and not racists. What happened 500 years ago with slavery was happening in Africa and is still happening in
Africa. Black people are enslaving black people, in China Chinese people are enslaving Chinese people, and
in the US people who make money, whose jobs rely on their existing racism make up fake history, spread it
as propaganda, and enrage the good hearted and evil minded alike, and pretend that the only beacon of
hope in the entire world is systemically racist, and does do with the hidden message that certain
demographics are not able to be racist and therefore only victims, while any observation of the true nature
of the Leftist model would see the despicable heinous lies perpetuated for paychecks undeserved. The
majority of social inequity in minority neighborhoods comes not from a lack of funding to lift them out of
poverty, not from a lack of reparations having been given to them for decades, but from the culture they
embrace that looks up to and reinforces lives of promiscuity, broken families, domestic/gang violence, poor
eating/nutrition standards, drug addiction, and seeing education as stupid. People have been attempting to
help these populations since before slavery ended, and the lack of progress is 100% at the hands of those
who squander their blessings. When a student choses to smoke weed and not study, to join a gang and sell
drugs instead of become part of a club as school, when a girl decides to haves sex outside of marriage and
get pregnant and possibly get an uncurable STD at the same time, because those paths are culturally
acceptable paths to be seen partaking in that is not the “white man’s” fault. Billions of dollars have been
spent trying to help the poor and all it does is make lucrative to not go to school, not work, not strive for
excellence. No one is holding colored people back but colored people who do not want to do the work or
going to school, going the library after school to do homework. No one is forcing anyone to eat too much
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junk food, and call eating healthy " bourgie", to speak proper English with east coast accent is " bourgie", to
follow the laws is " bourgie". All that means is being middle class is pretentious and they actively seek to be
something other than that. Most people would be thrilled to pull themselves out of poverty, but certain
people see it as pretentious, and that is not the “white” man’s fault that is a cultural issue that can only be
resolved by certain parties deciding to stop hating the “white” man and instead decide to join them, mingle
with them, invent with them, study with them, be with them as friends not haters.
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